Case Study: Branded Manufacturer

Taking Hunter Fan to new heights
A heritage brand connects with consumers
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Digital is changing the way we shop. For manufacturers
who have relied on distribution all these years, it’s time
to get front-and-center in a digital way.
Hunter Fan invented the ceiling fan over a century
ago, and for decades, the sales model was distribution
and channel sales, exclusively. As a brand, Hunter
Fan operated largely behind the scenes, relying on partners to sell.
But digital changed all that. Consumers started researching online
before, during and after a visit to the store. They started seeking out
manufacturers for in-depth product information. And they wanted
the option to buy online, with all the ease and convenience they’ve
come to expect –on-demand, on multiple devices. Hunter Fan needed
to get into the game. We helped them do that.

Even though customers might have many options
for where-to-buy, they trust manufacturers most for
information about product specs, features and pricing.
Here’s what the research tells us: Consumers seek out
manufacturers specifically for product specs, pricing,
options—and replacement parts after purchase.*
Hunter Fan was eager to forge a connection with consumers who
were hungry for product information. They also wanted to seize an

increase in year-overyear traffic
increase in
international reach
increase in yearover-year revenue

opportunity to bolster in-store sales and increase direct-purchase
revenue through digital channels. We worked with their senior
management to create a digital strategy that would accomplish all
that, and more.
*Forrester Research: The Who, When, And Why Of Visits To Manufacturer
Web Sites

An effective e-commerce experience is built to
support the stages and nuances of the customer’s
shopping journey.
Our first assignment was to overhaul Hunter Fan’s
primary website to better support consumer sales
and to integrate a robust e-commerce engine. Using
Ntara’s data-driven customer segmentation model and rigorous
user research, we crafted a complete view of the customer journey
through the stages of research-buy-support.
We identified what customers want at each stage of the journey and
maintained focus on converting shoppers into buyers. We created
richly detailed personas and then built a dynamic experience to
support the customer journey from start-to-finish, integrating with
Hunter Fan’s online and offline marketing campaigns.
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More is not always better. When faced with options
galore, customers want help making a decision.
Hunter Fan offers hundreds of product options, but
that can be overwhelming for the everyday consumer
and can ultimately hinder the journey to purchase.
To help filter options, we took a matchmaking approach. At HunterFan.
com, consumers can search for fans based on style, space and even
personality. This is all based on a sophisticated set
of algorithms that we built from scratch to serve up the right options
to shoppers.
We went through a similar exercise when we tackled Hunter Fan’s
high-end line, Casablanca. On the back-end, CustomCasablanca.com
integrates with a product information management system that
contains 8 million different combinations of custom fans. But on the
front-end, our interactive “fan builder” tool enables shoppers to select
all types of customizations with the click of a button. To ensure this
was fully on-demand, we optimized the fan builder for mobile devices
and created an app that allowed customers to “see” any Hunter Fan in
the context of their own home. Customers simply snap a pic of a room
at home and the app superimposes a selected fan on the picture, so
customers can fully visualize the product in their homes.

Reassure your channel partners by carving out a clear
role for your e-commerce site in the shopping journey and
providing multiple pathways to purchase—including links
to their site.

For each of these sites, distribution partners are touted throughout
-- from a “where to buy” link in product pages to a location finder that
connects shoppers to both brick-and-mortar and online stores. We
showcased core product lines that are sold everywhere but also called
out specialty products that are only available at exclusive retailers in
the Hunter Fan network.

A powerful back-end makes for a powerful solution.
Integration with your enterprise systems is a must-have—
and done right, it can also deliver tremendous value.
We integrated these sites with product information
management and ERP systems to provide the most upto-date, synchronized information. We integrated their
systems to create one central place where everything can be managed.
The CustomCasablanca website is synced to a product information
management system that Ntara custom-built for the ceiling fan
industry. This robust system manages nearly a thousand models
with 400 data fields for every model and is the definitive system of
record for all product, manufacturing, sourcing and engineering data
at Hunter Fan. Plus, our ongoing analytics and reporting uncovers
insights that help drive their business at both product and enterprise
level. What we built for Hunter Fan is not just a sales asset, but a
strategic and operational asset as well.

The sites we created for Hunter Fan enable direct
purchase with all the ease of online shopping -but they also support channel sales. From positioning
the brand story to providing detailed specs, these sites support
distribution channels in a tangible way. The interactive customization
tools and detailed product tours give shoppers an experience that isn’t
possible in a showroom. Ultimately, the digital experience we created
helps customers visualize the finished product and imagine it in their
homes.

LET’S DO THIS
ABOUT NTARA A moment of opportunity. A point of pressure. A change
of course. There are moments that call for action. And in these moments,
you need a partner you can count on for data-driven guidance, technical
gravitas and digital chops. That’s where we come in. Ntara operates -- and
excels -- at the intersection of business strategy, digital innovation and
technical integration.
We started out building software from scratch over fifteen years ago. Our
story begins deep in the complexities of data, engineering and technology,
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building business-critical platforms. And that mindset stays with us still.
So, if you have an idea, but you need it built, we’re the ones who can do it.
And one last thing you should know about us. There’s no pretense here.
We have small-town roots. Our address is at the center of a thriving (and
revitalizing) corridor of Tennessee, and we like it that way. It keeps us
honest. It keeps us down-to-earth. No nonsense, no ego – we think that’s an
excellent combination. Our clients tend to agree.
Visit our website ntara.com/brand to find out more.
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